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ABSTRACT 
 
       Geologically, Flores Island is located in ‘Flores Back Arch’ which is includes a high potential 
tsunami area in Indonesia. It is analysis considers the history of the earthquake and tsunami 
data. Further, the detail urban land use planning area will be selected based on high frequency 
potential tsunami that will likely re-occur in the future by numerical models. Remote Sensing 
analysis will be used for geomorphology development identification, where location hit tsunami, 
since 1991 up to 2010. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) modeling will be used for run-up 
tsunami modeling, while network analysis will be used to determine evacuation routes onto 
shelters/secure areas, and the last step will be making detail of land use planning based on tsunami 
disaster management and suitability existing building for tsunami shelter. This paper is made to be 
used as one of references for urban land use planning model based on tsunami disaster management 
in Indonesia.  

  
Keywords: Land Use Planning, Remote Sensing, GIS, Tsunami Dynamic Model,  

      Disaster Management. 
 

1. Introduction 

       Indonesian archipelago is located in prone area which has the potency of earthquake hazards. It 
is known from the seismic map that the tsunami-prone area is laid along the southern coast of the 
Indonesian archipelago i.e. area of subduction laid between the Australian Plate and the Sunda 
Plate. The most vulnerable region is in the West of Sumatra Island which is the intersection of 
Australian Plate, Burma, India and Sunda. The subduction zones mostly located under the sea, so 
most probably that tectonic earthquakes will be potentially followed by a tsunami (see Figure 
1). The Indian Ocean Tsunami occured on 26 December 2004 was recorded as one of the huge 
tsunami in the world history. This tsunami caused the death of more than 200,000 people, millions 
of people homeless and countless damaged infrastructures along the coast of Sumatra, India, Sri 
Lanka and Maldives Islands. Hence, it is important to prepare a good arrangement of tsunami 
disaster management in the tsunami-prone areas to reduce the impact of losses resulting from the 
tsunami and to evacuate residents when tsunami occurs. 
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Figure 1. Indonesia among the Australian Plate and the Sunda Plate 

(Source: Indonesia’s Directorate of Vulcanology and Geological Hazard Mitigation) 
 

       Tsunami Disaster Management at a tsunami risk area was studied here. Location of the study is 
Maumere which is included in Sikka regency of East Nusa Tenggara Province (see Figure 
2). Maumere regions are at the meeting boundary (trench) of Timor Plate and the Banda Sea 
Plate. The trench extends from west to north of East Nusa Tenggara Islands. It is known from the 
seismic data and history that the study sites are in areas of frequent earthquakes. Recorded 
earthquakes followed by tsunami that hit the region occured on August 6, 1982 and December 12, 
1992 with a magnitude of 7.7 Richter scale earthquakes. The latest tsunami Maumere held 
casualties of more than 2000 people and damaged buildings in the islands in Maumere Bay, among 
others Pemanaa Island, Besar Island and Babi Island (Imamura et al, 1992). Extreme altitude 
tsunami reached 26.5 m in Riangkroko (Imamura et al, 1992).  This location was selected because 
the population density in this region is higher than the surrounding area and from the tsunami 
simulation results show that the run-up in this area reached 3 m. Public facilities and centers of 
economic and government activities are also centralized in this city, so it is very necessary to 
control the systems and integrated handling of the tsunami disaster by considering to utilize existing 
infrastructure to be further optimally utilized. With the formation of disaster management system in 
the study area, hopefully it could be used as an example/reference of disaster Standard Operational 
Procedure for the surrounding area which is vulnerable to tsunami hazards. 

Flores Island 
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Figure 2. Maumere Location 

(Source: Maumere Detail Urban Spatial planning 2006-2015)  

2. Research Method 

       The study begins with the collection of historical earthquake and tsunami data in the study 
area. With hypothetical earthquakes of 8 on the Richter scale as the tsunami generation, tsunami 
modeling done by the earthquake epicenter is set to be equal with the occurrence of an earthquake 
in 1992 i.e. (122.340E, 8.360S). 
 
       The second step is performing tsunami simulation model which is developed based on 
Boussinesq-type equations (Nwogu, 1993), (Kennedy, 2000), Pujiraharjo et al). The initial 
conditions of free surface elevation as tsunami source can be predicted by using Okada’s formulae 
(Okada, 1985). The strike, dip, and slip angles are determined based upon quick Harvard CMT 
solution. The fault plane area is approximated based on the distribution of the aftershocks 
determined by the United State Geological Survey (USGS). The tsunami simulation is conducted to 
predict tsunami arrival time, maximum run-up and inundation area which are required to process 
the evacuation of residents. 
 
       The next step is identifying the part in an area which is large enough to be potentially affected 
by the tsunami waves. Remote Sensing analysis will be used for geomorphology development, 
where location hit tsunami, since 1991 up to 2010. Next step, the GIS modeling will be used to 
create tsunami run-up modeling and its scope in reaching the mainland. 
 
      Further GIS analysis is the Network analysis to determine evacuation routes onto shelters/secure 
areas; especially in densely populated settlements which is located in a local road network that 
connects parcels population.  Determining the evacuation route,  considering that the tsunami travel 
time is 5 minutes while we need 2 minutes to receive  the warning system to convey information to 
the tsunami, so the time left to save themselves is only 3 minutes maximum. The study also states 
that the speed pedestrian is 4 km/h, so that in 3 minutes pedestrians can only reach a distance of 200 
m (Wei, 2007). 
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3.  Analysis  
3.1 Tsunami Dynamic Modeling 

      Tsunami dynamic modeling is conducted to predict the maximum tsunami run-up, inundation 
area, and tsunami arrival time. In this study, Boussinesq-type equations (Kennedy, 2000) is used as 
governing equations. Following (Wei, 1985), the equations combined with seafloor displacement as 
tsunami generation (Kennedy, 2000) are solved using time-based predictor-corrector method. The 
seafloor displacement is modeled by Okada’s formulae (Okada, 1985). 

      Tsunami generation area is studied based on historical occurrence of tsunami and seismic data 
around Maumere. Based on the study, it is predicted that the probability of tsunami source area is 
near the 1992 tsunami event. Hence, tsunami generation area of simulation is in East-longitude 1210 
to 123.50 and South-latitude 7.750 to 90. The deformed area covers an area of W = 40 km x L = 80 
km. 
      Domain of tsunami simulation model is determined in the region of Flores Island and attempted 
to cover the tsunami wave propagation region for the earthquakes that have been determined in the 
above so that the specified domain simulation is South-latitude 60-130 and East-longitude 1160-
1270. Bathymetric and topographic data obtained from the ETOPO1 database issued by the National 
Geophysical Data Center (NGDC), NOAA Satellite and Information Service, with 1 minute grid 
size ( ≈ 1.852 km). To model the tsunami run-up at the area, in more detail for its disaster mitigation 
analysis, it will use bathymetric and topographic data sizes, which are more detail and less than 
185.2 m in its extents. The method used is; linear interpolation which is combined with the local 
data. 

      Figure 3 presents snap shot of sea water surface elevation of tsunami propagation at 10 minutes 
after the earthquake. From the pictures, it can be seen that the main tsunami waves propagating 
toward the north and south. Tsunami propagation to the south leads to the north-coast of Flores 
Island in particular areas in Maumere. Distribution of tsunami maximum wave height, maximum 
run-up, inundation areas, and tsunami arrival time can be obtained from the simulation. This 
information is important for tsunami mitigation and evacuation plan. Tsunami run-up height in 
Maumere reached 5.4 m and 8.1 m. The tsunami reached the coast of Maumere and Larantuka in 
about 8 minutes and 6 minutes, respectively. The predicted tsunami inundation and arrival time will 
be used to determine the location of shelters and evacuation plan for people. 

 

 
Figure 3. Snap shot of sea surface after 20 minutes tsunami propagation by simulation. 
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       Maximum run-up marked in red in the picture. High run-up in Maumere reachs 5.4 m and 8.1 
m. High run-up of this magnitude is still smaller compared to actual conditions. This is caused by 
the use of the relatively large grid size (1.85 km) making it less able to describe the actual 
topography. More detailed simulations using a smaller grid size needs to be done if this location 
were to be chosen as the location from another detailed study (see figure 4). 

       Tsunami arrival time is also predicted from the simulation results. Figure 5 presents the plotting 
of the tsunami arrival time of the simulation model which is plotted in contour form of tsunami 
arrival times at intervals of 2 minutes. From the pictures, the arrival of the tsunami at various 
locations on the coast of the East Nusa Tenggara Province can be analyzed. The tsunami reached 
the coast of Maumere and Larantuka reps in about 8 minutes and 6 minutes respectively. Estimated 
time will be used as the basic in determining the location of shelters and evacuation plan for 
residents. 
 

 
Figure 4. Plotting the Maximum Height a Tsunami Wave Simulation Results Flores Model 

 
 

 

Figure 5. Tsunami Arrival Time Contour (in minutes) of Flores Tsunami Simulation Results 



 

3.2  Tsunami Flooded Area in Maumere

       Maumere region consists of varying topography including steep and ramps
case, Maumere relatively has flat topography which dominates the area along the coast in the 
district Alok, in which the areas 
determine the impact of the tsunami waves toward the mainland
of area which is flooded by tsunami
 
       Tsunami waves inundated areas 
Analysis combined with GIS approach to 
had analysed based on LANDSAT Image
year 1991 (before Tsunami), 1995 (after tsunami), 2001 and 2010 (
after tsunami disaster). The vulnerability 
criteria, namely elevation, land use, distance from the shore
conditions of the planning area. 
 

Figure 6. Maumere in Year 1991 (Before Tsunami)

          Figure 8. Maumere in Year 2001 
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Land recovery 
naturally  
after tsunami 
9 years later 
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determine the impact of the tsunami waves toward the mainland, the data that contains

tsunami is needed. 

sunami waves inundated areas mapping in this planning is done by using 
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Maumere region consists of varying topography including steep and ramps topography. In this 
flat topography which dominates the area along the coast in the 

inclined ramps tsunami waves. To 
that contains the amount 

planning is done by using Remote Sensing 
sunami vulnerability areas 

(using Band 321-Natural color) in 
geomorphology development 

tsunami vulnerability area 
line (shoreline) and topographic 

 

Maumere in Year 1995 (After Tsunami) 
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       The tsunami inundated areas were determined based on the tsunami waves coverage and 
topographic conditions of the selected planning area. The tsunami inundation coverage area 
determined based on coastal slope morphology. For rugged coastal type, the tsunami will not be too 
far away in reaching the mainland because it is restrained and reflected back by the coastal 
cliffs. While on a sloping coastal type, the tsunami could hit up to several kilometers into the 
mainland. 

       Picture 10 shows the maximum tsunami wave run-up occurred in part of north coast district 
Alok, marked with dark blue color image with the 5.4-8.1 meters run-up. The high run-up in this 
area is also supported by the bathymetry and topography of the bay with a sloping topography. For 
areas that have a 2-5.3 meter tsunami wave run-up on the picture that is marked with blue along the 
north coast district and partly Alok Kawapante District. For areas that have a tsunami run-up from 
0.01 to 1.9 meters in the picture is marked with light blue color which is located in Kawapante 
District, whereas the most secure area in this the picture is marked with transparant color, located in 
parts of Sub Alok and along the coast of the District of Kawapante. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

Figure 10. Tsunami Run-up Model based on Tsunami Prediction Model overlayed with IKONOS Image 
Satellite date 14/03/2010 for Maumere CBD area 
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Figure 11. Tsunami risk area Model overlayed with IKONOS Image Satellite date 14/03/2010  
for Maumere CBD area  

 
       Based on tsunami dynamic modeling results, overflow of the tsunami on the mainland is 
divided into three parameters, namely the tsunami risk areas of very high, high, and low. This is 
illustrated in Figure 11. From the picture can be seen that the results of modeling the region which 
is a very high risk of tsunami is marked in red are located on the northern shore of Flores 
Island. For high tsunami risk areas are in yellow mark on the image. Furthermore, the low risk areas 
are marked in green color images. 

3.3 Tsunami Evacuation Route Analysis 

       7.7 Richter scale earthquake that occured in late 1992 in Flores bay has stoped all Maumere 
city activities. Local government with the help of various stakeholders began rebuild the city. One 
requirement is to emphasize the redevelopment Maumere city is based on the principles of disaster 
management. One aspect of disaster management is making escape routes planning from the area 
along the coast in the northern Maumere city to the hills located in the southern Maumere city 
which is estimated to function as the escape hills when the tsunami hit the city again. 

       The road network that can be used as an evacuation route, especially in densely populated 
settlements is a local road network that connects parcels population. Local road network in the 
planning area has a minimum of 4 m wide road with a pavement condition dominated by asphalt 
pavement. Also, the selection of evacuation routes in the city planning areas based on population 
density in Maumere and particularly affected by the tsunami as well as proximity to evacuation 
center of buildings and land use are feasible to set up a tent as a place for tsunami victims at the 
time of the disaster, so as to reduce the number of fatalities (see figure 12). 
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Figure 12. Road network with point to point adjacence matrix in CBD of Maumere City  

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Tsunami Evacuation Route using network Analysis in GIS 

      Using GIS analysis, road network layer made point to point adjacency matrix. Furthermore, the 
matrix was analyzed with the shortest path algorithm; the purpose, shortest path from points along 
the coast to safety areas can be identified. The chosen escape route shortest path  must not be longer 
than 1000 meters. This distance can be reached by the average road speeds (50 to 60 meters/minute) 
in less than 15 minutes (Wei, 2007). From the figure 13, priorities can be identified from the  
pattern of roads in Maumere as escape routes. Further design details of the escape routes in 
Maumere city can be done based on the shortest path network.  

500 m 
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3.4  Urban Land Use Planning Analysis based on Tsunami Disaster Management 
       Land use type arrangement in Maumere city plans to optimize the function of evacuation 
routes, so the tsunami victims may use the time effectively with the optimal evacuation. Basically, 
the urban land use planning made by applying the coastline with a minimum distance of 500 meters 
from the point of highest tide. In addition, urban land use planning conducted with medium and low 
intensity activities around evacuation routes is performed to optimize the evacuation routes that are 
intended.  
Low activity intensity are: 

1. Coastal Buffer which indicted by Mangrove forest or fishpond (see figure 14)  
2. Civic Zone such as Open space (Public Space or Outdoor sport field) 
3. Commercial Areas 
4. Residential Areas 
(For landuse planning Concept based Tsunami Disaster Management, please see figure 15)  

 
       Urban Land use types arrangement is using the principle of tsunami disaster management,       
so that in addition to optimzing the path evacuation function it is also useful to minimize the 
victims.  
 
       Based on the Landuse planning Concept refer to Tsunami Disaster Management, Maumere 
Land use planning will be implemented in zoning block with requires Coastal Buffer Zone 
(mangrove forest and fish pond) which has the distance 500 meters from coastline followed by 
Civic Zone (Open Space and Sport Field) which distance of 700 meters from coastline then 
Commercial Areas which distance of 900 meters from coastline. The last is Settlement areas which 
distance is around > 900 meters from the coastline (See Figure 16). 
  
       Land use Policy Recommendation in Maumere City based on Tsunami Disaster Management: 
1. Designing appropriate land use for Maumere urban areas which is based on Tsunami Disaster 

Management up to micro scale by Zoning Land Use Block. The Zoning land use block design 
based the level of vulnerability to tsunami hazard potential of Geospatial tsunami dunamic 
modeling hit the land. 

2. Designing zoning land use block adopt with tsunami disaster management by various purposes 
functions (ie. Housing, education, health, public space) which is appropriate for tsunami 
evacuation. 

3. Implementing and establishing vulnerable area to tsunami hazard, by standardizing building 
codes for shelters when tsunami hits the land. 

4. Monitoring and implementing all regulations related to building codes properly.     
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 14.Mangrove forest as coastal defence system existing in Maumere bay 
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 Figure 15. Landuse planning Concept based on Tsunami Disaster Management  
(Source: A Budiarjo, 2006) 

 

 
Figure 16. Landuse Planning for Maumere CBD area based on Tsunami Disaster Management 

 
 

3.5 Building Coverage Ratio and Floor Area Ratio  Analysis based on Tsunami Disaster 
Management in Maumere City. 
 
Building Coverage Ratio (BCR) is the coefficient of the ratio between floor area base buildings 

on the parcels/plots/block designation. The purpose of BCR arrangement in Maumere City planning 
is to provide a balance comparison between land that covered by building and open areas. So, the 
tsunami movement evacuation routes would not disrupted. 
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Floor Area Ratio (FAR) is the coefficient ratio between total floor area buildings towards   
block designation. Determination of outbreaks intends to set maximum and minimum building 
leveling for any block designation. In this case, FAR which is planned based on tsunami disaster 
management is; that the buildings might be used for temporary shelters when tsunami hit the land.    

According to the Indonesia National Building Regulations standards, what is meant by building 
levelling is the total number of floors in one building calculated from ground floor to top floor. The 
building levelling classified into three groups, namely: 

 
1. One-story building, it is temporary or permanent buildings which stand directly on the 

foundation of the building where there is no other utilities except the ones on the ground 
floor. The regulation for One-story building in Maumere City is planned to be existed in 
secure areas. 
 

2. Storey building, it is a permanent building with two - five floors level.  
This building type will be located in Tsunami High Risk areas as temporary tsunami 
shelters. 
 

3. High buildings, it is a permanent building with more than five of floor total numbers or 
more than 20 m in height.  
In this case, this building type would not be planned plan for Maumere City, as the city with 
high risk potential of earthquake and tsunami, is very dangerous to have skyscraper 
buildings construction that easily ruined and caused heavy casualties.    
 

BCR and FAR Regulation based on Tsunami Disaster Management for Maumere City is presented 
in figure 17. 

 
Figure 17. Building Coverage Ratio and Floor Area Level Planning in Maumere CBD area. 
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       Almost all building existing in coastal areas of Maumere city are tsunami-affected risk, 
building analysis to determine the feasibility of a viable object to serve as shelter in the overlay is 
done by the analysis method through the following criteria: 
1. High-rise level building that is not affected by tsunami run-up model. 
2. Public Buildings (School, Hospital, Worship places (Mosques & Churches), Sport Indoor 

Building, Commercial Buildings (Kiosks & malls)) 
3. Buildings should have a structure resistant to earthquakes and tsunami wave. 
(For GIS concept, please see figure 18. For GIS Analysis result of Tsunami Shelter, please see 
figure 19. For a sample of temporary tsunami shelter, please see figure 20)  
 

 

Figure 18. GIS Chart analysis for Suitability Location for Tsunami Shelter development 

   
 

Figure 19. Suitable Building for Tsunami Shelters 
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Tsunami Shelters 
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Figure 20. Sample of Modern buildings in Maumere coastal area that might be suitable for  
temporary tsunami Shelter 

4 Summary 
       The Flores Island is one of an area in Indonesia which has high potential earthquake followed 
by the tsunami. In this case, the analysis considers the earthquake and tsunami historycal data. 
Furthermore, the detail urban land use planning area will be selected based on high frequency 
potential tsunami that will likely re-occur in the future by numerical models.  

       Tsunami generation area is studied based on historical occurrence of tsunami and seismic data 
around Maumere. Based on the study, it is predicted that the probability of tsunami source area is 
near the 1992 tsunami event. Hence, tsunami generation area of simulation is in East-longitude 1210 
to 123.50 and South-latitude 7.750 to 90. The deformed area covers an area of W = 40 km x L = 80 
km. Distribution of tsunami maximum wave height, maximum run-up, inundation areas, and 
tsunami arrival time can be obtained from the simulation. Tsunami run-up height in Maumere 
reached 5.4 m and 8.1 m. The tsunami reached the coast of Maumere and Larantuka in about 8 
minutes and 6 minutes, respectively. The predicted tsunami inundation and arrival time will be used 
to determine the location of shelters and evacuation plan for people. 

       The broad road networks in study area were selected as evacuation routes. Local road networks 
in the planning area must have a minimum of 4 m wide road with a pavement condition dominated 
by asphalt pavement. Furthermore, the selection of evacuation routes in the city plans will be 
prioritized to the high densely populated area and having the high risk potency of tsunami. They 
will be led to the safe place (tsunami shelter center), by the time when disaster occurs. The purpose 
of this action is to minimize the number of fatalities. 

       Based on the Landuse planning Concept based Tsunami Disaster Management, Maumere Land 
use planning will provide Coastal Buffer Zone (mangrove forest and fish pond) which has the 
distance of 500 meters from coastline followed by Civic Zone (Open Space and Sport Field) which 
distance is 700 meters from coastline then Commercial Areas which distance is 900 meters from 
coastline. The last zone is Settlement areas which distance is around > 900 meters from the 
coastline.  

       In micro scale urban land use planning, the coastal buffer zone is represented by mangrove 
forest block plan with restriction to develop any type of buildings. This will serve as natural coastal 
defense system. The Civic zone is represented by building outdoor sport field and other similar 
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public facilities by allowing limited building development. The requirement for this building is that 
it must have 3 floor levels that can be functioned as temporary tsunami shelter.  On The 
Commercial areas block, the requirements will be to build 5 floor levels building that also can be 
functioned as temporary tsunami shelter. Meanwhile, the remaining area for building education and 
health facilities, government and housing, they will be built in the area that is relatively secured 
from tsunami wave hits.   
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